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editorial I

_If you are one of those who want to include field-tested and innovative implantological
treatment concepts to your office and, furthermore, you wish to learn about the decisive crite-
ria for practical techniques and materials, I am sure we will see each other at the 44th Interna-
tional Annual DGZI Congress on 26 and 27 September 2014 in Düsseldorf, Germany. We chose
this special congress venue as Düsseldorf forms the international centre of an innovative region
with a high entertainment factor. 

Advanced education will usually demand some of your spare time, but with our DGZI train-
ing courses, you will have much fun and easily-applicable knowledge in exchange, ensuring both
the success of your dental office and content patients.

Only you can influence this business factor, and it’s the best marketing tool to gain new pa-
tients. DGZI offers you opportunities which include e-learning curriculums and master study
courses that you shouldn’t miss! As in the previous years, our discussion panel DGZI Kontrovers
will be used for an active exchange among the speakers and their audience. This year’s motto is
“Stone-Age Implantology vs. Computer Games” encourages to discuss technology by posing
questions such as “Which products are necessary?”, “Which products are mandatory?” and
“What are my general options?”. In addition, we will also discuss high-level implantology which
makes do without high-end technology, as each patient deserves an individual treatment con-
cept.

Again we have assembled more than 30 speakers from Germany and around the world who
will provide you with new ideas and innovative concepts.

Don’t miss out on this year’s International Annual DGZI Congress! Its personal atmosphere,
combined with an extensive dental exhibition, will guarantee that you can “learn from the best”
and enjoy immediate success. I am looking forward to seeing you in Düsseldorf!

Warm regards,

Prof. (CAI) Dr Roland Hille 
DGZI Vice President and Scientific Director 

Dear colleagues, 
Dr Roland Hille


